
Like many of us, the recent refugee crisis has made me I'm pretty worried, if not scared 
about the future. My fear is fueled by stories we get from the internet. Those that we 
gladlyshare with each other as if we are the biggest experts on the issue. Conspiracy theory 
and generalized stories help us develop a general opinion. But are we really qualified? We 
look at pictures and videos of the refugees; they fuel our fear and it is easy for us firstly not 
take responsibility and action, secondly to judge and thirdly to loose hope. Because I lost 
hope, I took action. I was taught that when you fear something, you look it in the eye and 
confront your fear. Ask yourself, why you are afraid. On impulse I drove down to Brežice on 
Sunday, went to the police station and was put in touch with the Slovene Red Cross. Within 
one hour I was on the Rigonce border with 2 other volunteers and the police guarding the 
border. I was the only one that would spend the night. Our task was to provide water, basic 
food supplies and first aid to those that would be allowed to cross the border and board 
busses to the refugee centers. 
 
About 300 refugees were on the Croatian side of the border, sitting, lying and hanging 
around in front of the "police wall". It took me a while to find the courage to walk up to the 
refugees and engage. I was scared and nervous. But the only thing I saw was people who 
have lost hope; just like me. There is hope when you know you can change things in your 
live; make your life and that of people you love better. But what happens when you are a 
father of a moderate muslim family in a muslim fundamentalist regime? You like modern, 
western brand clothes. Your wife wears make up. You want your girls to play in the park. 
What if you are gay and want to freely express your feelings to your partner without fear of 
being persecuted and killed? What if you have a small shop and there are no supplies? What 
if you want to become an engineer but there are no colleges and universities? What if, as a 
young man, you want to support your family and there is no place to work? In front of us, 20 
meters away in Croatia sat people without hope. Without any prospect of being able to 
change things in there life in their own country. And in the media they hear that Germany is 
the place to go, where they can build a better life. But does the media always give you the 
right picture? Regardless of the answer, these people are here and they need help. 
 
At 23.00 a last bus arrived. Panic and struggles to get in line! The police on high alert. We 
had arranged with our Croatian Red Cross colleagues that we would help a few diabetic 
patients and a family with sick children on board first. The other refugees thankfully 
cooperated and made way for us to get them to the bus. My hope returned when the father 
took back his sick child from me after settling their only belongings on the bus; we both 
struggled to hold back tears when he thanked me. My hope returned when I saw two men 
hug tightly in the back of the bus and start crying. Would they be persecuted at home for that 
hug? My hope returned after looking into the eyes of each refugee passing through Slovenia 
and you could see their hope return. I felt I was part of a change in these peoples lives. 
People do not go through this to eventually make more money, to have an easy life or to 
push their religion on us. They do it in search of hope. And of course I am fully aware of 
those taking advantage of the system; there will always be people that take advantage.  
 
All I can say from this experience is that if you want to renew your hope and loose your fear 
then you should confront it. Help at least by donating or contact any NGO active in the field 
and look at what you are scared of. People most urgently need electrical supplies, Slovenian 
SIM cards, warm jackets, hats, bags, camping equipment, hygiene products. Refugees get 
separated in the chaos and need access to mobile phone networks to get in touch. When 
borders open they need to move so quickly that they need to leave most of their stuff behind. 
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